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Saturday to Sunday ∞ (Reoccurring) 
 
 
 
More bad things happen when it is dark 
Looking for a place for my brain to park 
Edging by the dull orange glare to the brightest shining lights 
The polystyrene troughs ravaged by creatures of the night 
Following sounds the colours and the sheep 
Down, down, down to where the soulless sleep 
There stands a man, the only one who’s keeping score 
Bore to the core this self proclaimed Casanova whore 
Waiting Smirnoff Ice ages to get a foot in a bar 
I’m leaning on the back counter and flagging for a jar 
But the only jar that I likely to get is the pickled one for my brain 
Grab a ticket 1,2,3 all aboard the drunken train 
 
Looking through the bars the coloured sounds blur subtly as one 
Monkeys Dance! Monkeys Dance! The DJ’s commands sound on 
Repetitive strain of ankles, of wrists thighs and knees 
The organ grinder rotates his arm with unremitting ease 
Shaking ass watching yourself the low cut mini skirt teases 
Then there’s that girl sucking on a lemon the cloud above her head 
Personality zero a face of 8 I’ll end up in her bed  
With a head like a dagger we stumble and stagger wrapped in our sense-free quilts  
An evening’s daze, a Purple Haze, tomorrow’s physical guilt 
 
And this is how we choose to spend our money and our years 
The hopeless and helpless drown in their drunken tears 
And although they wave their hands in triumph and punch fists with passion and pride 
The essence of these habitual creatures has evidently long time died 

                                               
 



 
Trench warfare 
 
 
 
Behind painful pleasantries and feint wry smiles 
The elephant in full battle attire looks on from the corner of the room 
Each continuing as though nothing has happened 
Each fortifying their trench for the emotional conflict 
All is quiet on the Western Front as the day marches on 
 
Rations get thinner on each side 
Who will be the first to surrender? 
Will they sign a treaty, as others have done before? 
A waste of time - Why? Why? Why? 
For each other they choose to ignore. 
 
Then he emerges slowly from the trench  
In his hand an olive branch 
A snapshot from behind sees both figures one approaching the other 
Behind her back she is clasping a knife as she marshals him nearer 
It’s not the first time that she has plunged this into him will it be the last? 
 
In her mind she has done the right thing and the people behind her agree 
She turns to her people and they all cheer 
But this is only one side of the line 
Unmoved by her actions she continues her policy and she always will 
To fight another war with someone new. 
 



 
Untied Kingdom 
 
 
 
Untied kingdom is a gulf of indulgence and hidden gripping strain 
Dedicated to tight rope balancing, the circus for our wits 
Brains stretch to their limits taking their shape once more 
Tensile stressed lifelines extend more and more from pain 
For those who fall to folly and woe with this original infection 
Murdered, we look for reasons or clues, a moment for reflection 
 
We graze in corporate meadows on the cud of sweet commerce 
Our pastimes overlook our senses, taking image first  
The nation’s favourite hobby has seated our lifetime 
Poised in a box in the corner of our so-called living rooms 
Transfixed on colours and the sounds of that seductive screen 
No creative minds only bad news an outsized waistline looms 
 
And as News flashed! A Fatal crash on the busy carriageway 
The scrawny and the stylised stretched in disarray 
Struggling for position not for pole, but zeros 
For the models they pursue, our fabulous faultless heroes 
Pushing the doors free from the scare the balance is very clear 
New innovation brings new danger, the population secure 
 
How can we feel secure in faiths that list written demands?  
With day by day moral explosions, and political commands 
Demands and constraints, remands and complaints, 
Remands and complaints, demands and constraints. 
Crusading with Cruise missiles or desperate guerrilla strife  
Look closer; you’re not so different with your value for human life 
 
Now skipping auspiciously over to us come innocent 21s 
Eyes avert once more from the realism of livelihood 
Fed through the system, ‘We’ve come to learn!’ cry the vulnerable ones, 
The constriction of their course is their important finding 
Lunch boxes tossed aside with no real fruit to bear 
Lined up on the breadline they wait their turn with mesmerising glare  
 
 
 
 
 


